SUNDAY | SEP 25
7:00 KICKOFF @ MAPFRE STADIUM

OHIO UNIVERSITY NIGHT
DISCOUNTED TICKET PACKAGE

$17
Upper Sideline Ticket
($28 Face Value)

$26
Lower Sideline Ticket
($34 Face Value)

Stop by the Ohio University Tailgate in the Stadium Club Tent (gate 6) from 5:30 - 7:00pm.

Enjoy "1/2 Price Night" until the 15th min of the match!
(Includes: 1/2 Priced Popcorn, Brats, and Pepsi products)

ORDER NOW ➤
USE PROMO CODE: BOBCATS925
WWW.COLUMBUSCREWSC.COM/OUNIGHT

DEADLINE TO ORDER: FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 23RD AT 5PM

PLEASE ORDER EARLY WHEN POSSIBLE - THIS MATCH WILL SELL OUT
FOR GROUPS OF 10+ CONTACT NICK WHITE - 614-447-4153 OR NWHITE@COLUMBUSCREWSC.COM

TICKETS ARE LIMITED, SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY AND PRICE CHANGE. OFFER NOT VALID ON THE DAY OF MATCH.

THE FIRST CLUB IN MAJOR LEAGUE SOCCER.